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ABSTRACT
Multi-agent systems can be fully developed only
when they have access to a large number of
information sources. These latter are becoming more
and more available on the Internet in form of web
pages. This paper does not deal with the problem of
information retrieval, but rather the extraction of data
from HTML web pages in order to make them usable
by autonomous agents. This problem is not trivial
because of the heterogeneity of web pages. We
describe our approach to facilitate the formalization,
extraction and grouping of data from different sources.
To do this, we developed a utility tool that assists
us in generating a uniform description for each
information source, using descriptive domain
ontology. Users and agents can query the extracted
data using a standard querying interface. The ultimate
goal of this tool is to provide useful information to
autonomous agents.
Keywords: data extraction, WEB, ontology, agent,
XML.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet contains a huge number of information
sources of different kinds. Even if a user has the
possibility of browsing the Internet, the search of
relevant information is still a difficult task. Most
search engines use keywords to identify possible
answers to a user's query, and return a list of links to
the documents. Many of the returned documents are
not relevant to the query, and the user often has to
browse the returned document list to find relevant
information.
Although a search engine provides useful help for
users to identify relevant information, it cannot be
used by a software agent to obtain reliable data to
fulfil its tasks. This is mainly due to the lack of
precision and standard formalism of the returned
answers. In addition, current search engines are more
focussed on static data on the web rather than
dynamic data that constantly change, such as weather
forecast, stock exchange information, etc. Such data
are more and more required by software agents, and
the need is growing to find ways to extract data so
they can be fully exploited by agents. Our goal is to

develop a method to extract reliable data from web
pages that intelligent agents can use.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND
SUMMARY OF OUR APPROACH
Data on the Web are usually included in HTML
pages, and they do not correspond to pre-established
schema. While a human user can understand the data
in a page, it is impossible to do it by a machine.
Therefore, extracting data from web pages for agents
requires knowledge on both the structure and the
contents of the web pages. There have been mainly
two approaches to deal with this problem in data
extraction from web pages:
•

•

The first approach relies on a natural language
processing (NLP). It is known that current NLP
is not accurate and powerful enough to recognize
the contents of unrestricted web pages. Therefore,
this approach has been used in some limited
domains;
The second approach tries to associate a web
page with some semantic markers (or tags) when
it is created. For example, one may use
personalized markers. The limitations of such an
approach are well known: the markers are
personalized, they can be hardly generalized [2].

As the original data are structured in different ways, it
is necessary to restructure them according to a
common model that is independent from the
information sources. Our approach is based on this
idea. In particular, we will focus on data extraction
from semi-structured web pages that present
constantly changing data, but with a fixed structure
(e.g. stock exchange quotes). Our approach makes
use of ontology to model the data to be extracted.
The data in a web page is first converted into XML,
then mapped with the data model. The definition of
the data model and the mapping are done manually.
Then an automatic process is carried out to perform
the real extraction task. The final result is an XML
document that contains a standardized and queriable
data set.

3. CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA
SOURCES
Exploitable information sources 1 in our context may
be classified into three categories: structured, semistructured and unstructured [14].
An information source is "structured" if one can query
the information using a predefined query language.
Database and knowledge base are typical examples of
structured information sources.
An information source is "semi-structured" if it
contains a structure that allows for querying, however
without a querying language as in databases. [12]
considers that a source is semi-structured if the
information can be retrieved using a formal grammar.
HTML pages, Web forms and languages of text
description are examples of semi-structured sources.
A source is unstructured if it does not have any form
of standard organization and there are no precise
relations among the data.
It is difficult to extract data from unstructured
sources. Extensive NLP will be required, yet the
result will be uncertain. Therefore, we do not aim to
extract information from such sources in this paper.
Rather, we want to extract information from semistructured and structured sources. This is not only
because the task is easier, but also because there is a
growing number of sites offering semi-structured and
structured data. If we can successfully extract
information from such sources, a great amount of
useful information can be exploited by agents.
Moreover, we do not intend to deal with all kinds of
data available on the Web. In fact, only a part of the
sources can be submitted to an automatic data
extraction, namely those that provide dynamic data
with regular updating but in a stable structure (e.g.
sites that provide exchange rates).

4. SOME RELATED WORK ON DATA
EXTRACTION
In the literature, one often considers that the process
of data integration is a mediator between a user
requesting information and an information source.
Mediation is thus a process that allows a client to
obtain data without caring about data identity, data
storage, data structure and data access. This is the
key to data integration because it enables a
transparent access and an interface with the sources
[14]. Mediation has been included in almost all the
work in data integration.
A necessary condition for accessing a source is a
standard syntactic and semantic description of the
source.

1

By "information source" we refer to any system that can
provide any type of data.

For structured sources, this means to transform the
conceptual schema of the source to another one with
which the source will be accessed. The new structure
should provide an explicit or declarative description.
With a declarative description, one tries to identify
possible ways to query the source. These ways
correspond to different views (or relations)
constructed over the data source [14]. This type of
description has been used in Information Brokers. If
an explicit description is used, then the source
contents are also described and related. Systems that
use this kind of description (e.g. InfoSleuth and
SIMS) usually make use of a domain model that
covers the application area [1] [15].
For semi-structured and unstructured sources, such a
model has to be created by the system. Examples are
the work of [16] on WMA (Web Mining Agent) and
that of [12] (project Ariadne). The model is then
understandable to all the elements in the system.
After the creation of the model, no further
transformation will be necessary for a semi-structured
or unstructured source.
Ariadne has a graphic interface to help the users
indicate the data to be extracted from the Web pages
[12]. Ariadne uses techniques of machine learning to
generate extraction rules from examples. While we
also use a graphic interface to help the user
identifying the data to be extracted, we also use an
ontology in our extraction process. This makes our
approach different from Adriadne.
WMA uses a proper description language to represent
and identify data inside HTML pages. XML
documents are used as templates for extracted data
before to being stored in a relational database. One
have to learn WMA description language to be able
to use this tool. Also, software agents must query
databases to get data. However, in our approach, they
can extract data directly from Web pages.

5. CONSTRUCTION OF AN
ONTOLOGY FOR DATA
EXTRACTION
5.1 The need for an ontology
We notice that all the above mentioned work
assumes that all information provided by different
sources to be integrated is covered by a domain
model. However, information is not necessarily
presented in the same way. Due to this fact,
information exchange is not an easy task if different
actors (producers or consumers of information) have
not agreed on the semantic of data. It is necessary
then to define an "alphabet" to ensure a good
interpretation and understanding of exchanged data.
The role of the ontology is to provide a common
model that ensures the minimal requirements for this
purpose. In fact, such a model allows one to
construct a common view of different sources. The

elements in the model are described in a way
independent from the particularity of the data source.
One has to note that the more an application domain
is restricted, the more it is possible to elaborate a
precise description of the domain with the help of an
ontology, and the more the processing may be
refined. This is achieved mainly with the help of a
domain’s meta-data.
There is no unique definition of ontology in
literature. Each definition is placed in an expected use
and its domain. Below are several definitions that we
can find:
[8] [7] define ontology as follows: "An ontology is
an explicit specification of some topic. It is a formal
and declarative representation, which includes the
vocabulary (or names) for referring to the terms in a
specific subject area and the logical statements that
describe what the terms are, how they are related to
each other... Ontologies therefore provide a
vocabulary for representing and communicating
knowledge about some topic … ";
" A domain conceptualisation (called ontologies)
names and describes the entities that may exist in
that domain and the relationships among those
entities. It therefore provides a vocabulary for
representing and communicating knowledge about
the domain." [6];
Ontology is a way to discompose a world into
objects, and a way to describe these objects. This is
a partial description of the world, depending on the
objectives of the designer and the requirements of the
application or system. For each domain, there may
be a number of ontologies [3]. The use of ontology
differs from an application to another, so are its
design and its formalism of representation.

5.2 Modeling of ontology
Our intended use of ontology is to describe a data
model, rather than knowledge. Therefore, it is not
necessary now to include inference and reasoning
mechanism to produce new knowledge. We will use
a modeling of ontology close to object-oriented (OO)
modeling. We believe that with OO paradigm, we
can express an ontology in an explicit way and
generate software elements that are easily exploitable
by other applications.
We propose a design of ontology that uses a 3-level
model: basic objects, meta-model, model. The metamodel layer has been introduced and experimented in
[22] where the goal is to describe axioms of
ontology. We use the same concept here, but in a
more general framework. We use this approach to
express specific design needs of the user –as [22][8].
Particularly, we will allow a redefinition of the roles
of the elements of the model by the designer,
according to the particular requirements of the

application. Each user can specify his own metamodel of his ontology.
We consider four types of objects: entity, attribute,
relation and constraint. These basic objects are used
in the definition of the model, as well as meta-model.
• Entity: Entities describe concepts (elements of
the domain studied) and provide a logical
representation of them.
• Attribute: An attribute corresponds to a property
that characterizes an entity.
• Relation: It describes links between objects in
the model (i.e. entities and attributes).
• Constraint: A constraint is a condition that the
designer imposes on entities, attributes or
relations.
The use of a meta-model allows us to define
interactions between objects previously defined. The
role of a meta-model is to provide a way for a
designer to express his own constraints on the basic
objects. The meta-model can thus be used to refine
the basic objects and to define properties on them.
An example of meta-model that we used to model
ontology is shown in figure 1. We can notice the
following facts in this meta-model:
• An entity is a representation of a concept or an
object of the real world.
• An attribute is unitary. It cannot be decomposed.
• We include in the meta-model the relations
between entities and between entities and
attributes. A relation is Binary (entity-entity or
entity-attribute) or Multiple (entity-entities or
entity-attributes). A binary relation between an
entity and an attribute is called Property. It
means that the attribute is a property of the
entity. A binary relation between an entity and
another entity is either a specification relation ISA or a composition relation HAS-A. Properties,
as a multiple relation, connect an entity with a
set of attributes. A multiple relation between an
entity and a set of entities is a composition
relation HAS-A.
• We choose to set constraints on relations. They
correspond to elementary requirements in terms
of occurrence number (Cardinality), a precise
sequence of decomposition (Sequence) or a
choice among a given set (Choice). The
constraints Sequence and Choice only apply to
multiple relations to require a sequence or a
choice among entities or attributes. The
Cardinality constraint applies to binary or
multiple relations to define the possible
occurrence numbers for entities and attributes
that form this relation.
In figure 2, we give a simple example of an ontology
model in finance area. This model makes use of the
previous meta-model. For example, the entity
STOCK is in relation HAS-A with entities
STOCK_DESCRIPTION,
DATE,

STOCK_VALUE,
STOCK_ID
and
STOCKMARKET. Since the presence of these last
entities is necessary to describe and represent the
entity STOCK, the relation HAS-A which binds the
entity
STOCK
and
the
set
(STOCK_DESCRIPTION,
DATE,
STOCK_VALUE,
STOCK_ID
and
STOCKMARKET) takes the form of a composition
sequence. In practice, this means the obligation to
have these entities all together. The presence of an
entity (STOCK) depends on the presence of all the
entities that make it up. The creation of this kind of
dependence makes it possible to control the
completeness of data extracted and the validation of

documents. In addition, entity STOCKMARKET is
in relation CHOICE with two attributes NYSE and
EURONEXT, it takes one or the other attribute.

6. TOOLS AND LANGUAGES FOR
MODELING
We used the language SOX (Schema for OrientedObject XML), a language of definition of schemas for
XML documents [20] for ontology definition and
data modeling. SOX is developed by Commerce One
to use XML in electronic commerce [4].

Basic Objects

Entity

Relation
Attribute

Constraint

Abstract

Binary
Unitary attribute

Sequence

Concrete
Property
Choice
Meta- model

IS-A
Cardinality
HAS-A

Multiple

Properties

HAS-A

Figure 1. Example of a meta-model
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Figure 2. Example of a simplified model

A schema means a set of rules that define the
structure of an XML document. A DTD (Document
Type Definition) is a special case of a schema
language. Given a schema, one can create instances of
XML documents that agree with the schema. The
verification is done by a parser. When using SOX to
define an ontology, the data extracted from Web sites

are organized as XML documents that correspond to
the ontology (expressed as SOX schemas). See
appendix 1 for an example of SOX schema.
The choice of SOX is motivated by the fact that one
can use it to express the requirements of the metamodel that we defined previously. SOX has been

developed to overcome the insufficiencies of DTD. It
is close to the OO paradigm and introduces concepts
of OO-programming into XML documents. SOX can
also define data types. In addition to the basic data
types, the user can define his own data types. For
example, the user can specify that an attribute can
only take value from a given interval. This is not
possible with DTD. The defined schema ensures
some control of the model and makes the model
more reliable.

a programming language. This makes them difficult
to use. In addition, it is also difficult to construct a
tool to generate Wrappers, due to the complexity of
the language. Although W4F proposes a tool to
assist the user to write Wrappers, the tool is only
limited to help the user identifying the element’s
path. It does not allow an automatic generation of
Wrappers.

We are using XDK (XML Developer's Kit) from
Commerce One to parse a SOX document [4].

Due to these reasons, we do not use this type of
language. We designed a similar, but much
simplified approach (in terms of utilization) that offers
possibilities for future improvements.

7. EXTRACTION PROCESS

7.2 Our extraction method

An important step in data integration is to determine
the methods for their access and extraction. If the
retrieval of data from a database is usually easy to do
(e.g. using a query language such as SQL), this
operation is difficult for semi-structured data because
of the lack of data schema. Semi-structured data are
not directly queriable. It is necessary to first construct
a view or a model for the data source by an automatic
tool. In other words, we have to find a way that
takes advantage of the existing organization in the
semi-structured data.

Our approach does not rely on identification of
boundaries of character strings within HTML
documents, as is the case in TSIMMIS [9]. Rather,
we use a special processing of HTML pages and an
appropriate querying language.

Let us first review some existing data extraction tools
before describing our approach.

For each source, we construct a description that
shows how the data can be found and extracted from a
Web page. The edition of the description is done
manually, with the help of an assistance tool.
However, the description may be used later by
autonomous to extract data from the source and to
update data.

7.2.1 Characteristics of Web pages

7.1 W4F and JEDI : existing tools for
data extraction
W4F (World Wide Web Wrapper Factory) [18] and
JEDI (Java Extraction and Dissemination of
Information) [10] are two tools for data extraction
from web pages. W4F is a development environment
that allows users to construct a Wrapper, to compile
it as a Java component and to include it in
applications. A Wrapper is an interface to access the
contents of web pages. It downloads documents from
the Internet, corrects them and extracts data from
them. Extracted data are connected with predefined
variables [19].
JEDI is a set of tools for generating Wrappers in
order to extract data from textual sources. This may
be applied to web pages as well as other textual files.
The goal of a Wrapper is to indicate how to generate
a representation in XML for the extracted data.
Usually, a Wrapper is a text that contains a set of
extraction transformation instructions, including rules
and codes of control. A rule contains a syntactic
constraint describing the data (character strings) to be
extracted.
W4F and JEDI use two different extraction
languages. Users have to learn the languages in order
to write Wrappers. The languages have their own
syntax to define declarations, manipulations of
variables and even scripts. Indeed they are similar to

Web pages presenting dynamic data usually have a
fixed structure : data of a given type is shown at a
given place. This is mainly due to the fact that data
shown in the page are usually provided by a database
(or another structured representation) behind the page.
We will exploit this "property" in our data extraction
approach.
The HTML language does not offer any mechanism
for direct querying. However, the W3C proposed a
specification to access
the contents of XML
documents based on their hierarchical structure [23].
It is thus interesting to transform HTML documents
into XML in order to take advantage of this
possibility. Although HTML may be considered as
an instance of XML, WEB pages often contain
imperfect and incomplete structures. Navigators often
ignore errors of these pages to allow users to see
HTML documents in most cases. For our conversion
purpose, we have to correct the HTML pages in order
to satisfy the norm of XML.

7.2.2 Transforming HTML to XML
To correct errors in HTML documents, we used
correction tools - HTML TIDY [17] and W4F [19]
(correction and transformation module of W4F).
Once a web page is transformed into XML, data can
be accessed using the parser DOM (Document Object
Model) [5]. In our case, we used JAXP (from Sun

Microsystems) as a DOM parser. The access to a data
is done by following a path from the root in a
hierarchy. Figure 3 illustrates this conversion
process.

Figure 4 shows the construction of the element
<STOCK>. This latter is part of the element
<FINANCE>. The figure also shows the data in the
Web page that correspond to the elements of the
ontology.

7.3 Mapping data with ontology

XQL, a query language for XML document, is then
used to retrieve data from converted pages [11]. This
language has been proposed to access the contents of
XML documents. It is simple, concise, and easy to
use. Its characteristics would allow us to build
queries graphically.

As we explained earlier, our general approach is
based on a description of the domain in form of an
ontology. In fact, the data extracted will be linked to
the corresponding elements of the ontology.

HTML TIDY
& W4F
Correction

JAXP

DOM

Figure 3. Conversion of an HTML page into XML
DATE
STOCK_VALUE
STOCK

sequence

STOCK_ID
FINANCE

choice

STOCKMARKET
EXCHANGE

Figure 4. Mapping with the ontology

8. OUR PROTOTYPE
Our prototype is an assistance tool of data
extraction. The extraction follows several steps:
download a web page and convert it into XML,
construct a data model using the ontology, and map
the XML document with the elements in the
ontology. The HTML-XML conversion is
performed using the tools described in 7.2.2. This
step can be done through our graphical interface.
In the construction of data model, the user chooses
the elements of the ontology that correspond to his
interests. These elements answer to the question
"what to extract". The process of mapping and the
underlying querying process answer the question
"how to extract".

The result is a description that contains all the
process in form of a specification (description) for a
given source - see an example of a source
description file in appendix 2. The specification
contains, among other things, the names of
entities/attributes, the queries, the transformations
and the information about the structure of the final
result (an XML document, see appendix 3). The
advantage of making a specification is that it is
reusable along time, and by an extraction program
as well as an autonomous agent.

Figure 5 shows a screen snapshot during the data
construction step. This window is also used for
linking the entities of the ontology with the data at
the source. The ontology elements are displayed in
a table. The right column allows the user to specify
an XQL query to get data corresponding to specified
ontology element. The lower frame helps the user
to construct a query from a DOM tree view of an
HTML page (left part). The user navigates the tree
to locate data he is interested in. He edit his XQL
query on converted XML document to select data.
The results are displayed in the right part. We are
looking forward to help the user choose his data
graphically in a next version. The user gets data for
each element of the ontology. These data are
combined together in a manner that respects the
structure given in the ontology.
Figure 5. Screen snapshot - construction of data and
linking to elements of the ontology
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Figure 6. Global view of the extraction

Figure 6 summarizes the main steps of extraction.
The lower part is that which can be integrated in a
software agent. It is an automatic step since the agent
uses only a description (generated before) to recover
the data. Since the extracted data respect the same
ontology, the results of the extraction of several
sources have the same structure. A simplistic manner
to combine them would be to put them in the same
XML document.

exchange. In particular, the agents follow the course
of stock index and inform the user of the evolution of
operations and the trends. The overall architecture is
given in figure 7. See at appendix 4 a sample Java
source code used by agents to get a stock value
according to a source file and stock id.
Supervisor

user

9. AUTONOMOUS AGENTS USING
INFORMATION EXTRACTION AND
INTEGRATION

A Multi-Agents System – MAS - that uses our
extraction approach is under development in CRIM.
Based on CRIM's GUEST agents [13], this
application aims to monitor quotes in stock

...

Collector

$$

Collector

$$

$

$

CISCO

NORTEL

Associated

Associated
$$

The progress in the development of agent technology
at both theoretical and practical levels offer an
interesting perspective of using agents in data
extraction and integration. In fact, data extraction and
integration are prerequisite to many operations of
agents. The implementation of services such as travel
planning, information retrieval, e-commerce (buy,
sell and negotiation) and stock exchange all require
reliable data sources. Our tool is a step forward to
provide such data to be exploited by software agents.

CISCO
NORTEL
IBM

$
IBM

Associated

Internet

WEB page
WEB page

Figure 7. Global view of the extraction

10. CONCLUSIONS AND
DISCUSSIONS

•

In this paper, we dealt with the problem of data
extraction from web pages and their integration in
applications. In particular, our goal is to find a way
to extract reliable data, and to convert them in a
standard form.

•

The extraction of data consisted in two steps:
converting an HTML page into XML and using
XQL to query XML documents to extract the desired
data. The extraction process is controlled by a
specification file, which describes what elements of a
web page to extract, and how they have to be
extracted. As the user has a tight control on the
extraction process, the extracted data are of high
quality, thus can be exploited by other programs or
software agents.
The integration of data is based on the use of an
ontology, which provides a common model for
information sources. All the data extracted fit the
conditions of the ontology, which makes the data
integration easier. The use of an ontology has greatly
simplified our task of extraction and integration. The
most critical point remained is the definition of an
ontology. However, we cannot imagine an open
system that exchanges data without using a norm of
the domain. Even if one cannot construct a complete
ontology, a standard will always be necessary to play
a similar role.
We implemented a prototype that allowed us to
extract some types of data from web pages (in
finance). Although some steps have to be done
manually, namely the construction of a specification
of the extraction process, they are greatly facilitated
by the graphical tool we constructed. The advantage
of such a specification is that, once constructed, it can
be reused for similar applications. Moreover, the
same specification can be exploited by software
agents to get data.
The most useful case of such an extraction process is
on web pages that present dynamic contents, but
with fixed structures. Examples are web pages that
provide stock market exchange prices, money
exchange rates, and so on. If an information site is
restructured, the extraction process is no longer valid.
We have to construct a new extraction process. This
means that we have to monitor the validity of an
extraction process.
However, one has to notice that:
•

Many Web pages that provide dynamic data do
not change often the page structure. This means
that even the data shown in a page change, the
extraction process is still valid. Our method
aims to extract data from such information sites.

Many Web pages are only a presentation page for
data stored in a database. Even if the data change
regularly, the structure remains the same.
Finally, we extracted several types of data from
web pages. According to our experience, these
pages have not changed their structures during
the whole period of our test (several months).
This confirms the stability of structures of many
information sites, and indicates that our method
can be used in practice for many web sites.

This study shows that it is possible to exploit and
use automatically the data presented in some web
pages. However, some manual preparation is
necessary. We argue that this manual step is always
necessary if one's intention is to extract reliable data
to be exploited by other programs or software agents.
Despite the manual preparation, we believe that this
approach is appropriate for extracting data to be
integrated in software agents.
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13. APPENDICES
13.1 Appendix 1. Example of a SOX schema
<?xml version ="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE schema SYSTEM "urn:x-commerceone:document:com:commerceone:xdk:xml:schema.dtd$1.0">
<schema uri = "file:///S:/DataFiles/schemas/n1_0/Finance.sox" soxlang-version = "V0.2.2">
<elementtype name = "FINANCE">
<model>
<sequence>
<element type = "STOCK" occurs = "?"/>
<element type = "EXCHANGE" occurs = "?"/>
</sequence>
</model>
</elementtype>
<elementtype name = "STOCK">
<model>

<sequence>
<element type = "STOCKMARKET"/>
<element type = "STOCK_ID"/>
<element type = "STOCK_VALUE"/>
<element type = "DATE"/>
</sequence>
</model>
</elementtype>
<elementtype name = "STOCKMARKET">
<model>
<string/>
</model>
</elementtype>
<elementtype name = "STOCK_ID">
<model>
<string/>
</model>
</elementtype>
<elementtype name = "STOCK_VALUE">
<model>
<string datatype = "int"/>
</model>
</elementtype>
<elementtype name = "DATE">
<model>
< string/>
</model>
</elementtype>
…
</schema>

13.2 Appendix 2. Example of a description source file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SOURCE>
<NAME>Stocks</NAME>
<URL>http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=AOL+YHOO+IBM+CSCO+LU+EBAY+TXN+NT+NOK&amp;d=v1</URL
>
<ONTOLOGYFILE>file:///S:/DataFiles/schemas/n1_0/Finance.sox</ONTOLOGYFILE>
<ITEMS>
<ITEM>
<INDEX>0</INDEX>
<NAMEITEM>FINANCE</NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>element</TYPE>
<ITEM>
<INDEX>1</INDEX>
<NAMEITEM>STOCK</NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>element</TYPE>
<ITEM>
<NAMEITEM>DATE </NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>Element</TYPE>
<INDEX>2</INDEX>
<QUERY>//body/center/p[0]</QUERY>
</ITEM>

<ITEM>
<NAMEITEM>STOCK_VALUE</NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>Element</TYPE>
<INDEX>3</INDEX>
<QUERY>//body/center/table/tr/td/table/tr[index()$ge$1]/td/b/textNode() [0]</QUERY>
</ITEM>
<ITEM>
<NAMEITEM>STOCK_ID</NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>Element</TYPE>
<INDEX>4</INDEX>
<QUERY>//center/table/tr/td/table/tr[index()$ge$1]/td/a[@href$contains$'/q?']</QUERY>
</ITEM>
<ITEM>
<NAMEITEM>STOCKMARKET </NAMEITEM>
<TYPE>Element</TYPE>
<INDEX>5</INDEX>
<QUERY>//body/center/p[0]</QUERY>
</ITEM>
</ITEM>
</ITEM>
</ITEMS>
</SOURCE>

13.3 Appendix 3. XML document of extracted data
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<RESULTS>
<FINANCE>
<STOCK>
<DATE>Thursday, March 29 2001 12:24pm ET </DATE>
<STOCK_VALUE>40.56</STOCK_VALUE>
<STOCK_ID>AOL</STOCK_ID>
<STOCKMARKET> U.S. Markets</STOCKMARKET>
</STOCK>
</FINANCE>
<FINANCE>
<STOCK>
<DATE>Thursday, March 29 2001 12:24pm ET </DATE>
<STOCK_VALUE>14 </STOCK_VALUE>
<STOCK_ID>YHOO</STOCK_ID>
<STOCKMARKET> U.S. Markets</STOCKMARKET>
</STOCK>
</FINANCE>
<FINANCE>
<STOCK>
<DATE>Thursday, March 29 2001 12:24pm ET </DATE>
<STOCK_VALUE>95.38</STOCK_VALUE>
<STOCK_ID>IBM</STOCK_ID>
<STOCKMARKET> U.S. Markets</STOCKMARKET>
</STOCK>
</FINANCE>
…
</RESULTS>

13.4 Appendix 4. Sample Java source code used by an agent
{
…
file = "http://www.crim.ca/~hsnoussi/sources/StockMarket.xml";
xmlDocument = StockData.extract(file);
stock_ID = "IBM";
value = StockData.getValue(xmlDocument, stock_ID)
return value;
}

